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1. Introduction 
There is no theory of infinite linear spaces comparable to the enormous amount 
known about finite linear spaces. This is due to two contrasting factors. First, 
techniques which are crucial in the finite case (notably counting) are not available. 
Second, infinite linear spaces are too easy to construct; instead of having to force our 
configurations to ‘close up’, we just continue adding points and lines infinitely often! 
The result is a proliferation of examples without any set of tools to deal with them. So 
there will be several unanswered questions here! I have concentrated in this survey on 
infinite analogues of finite results and examples, but I also mention things which have 
no finite analogue. 
Section 2 describes a couple of simple free constructions which nevertheless provide 
us with evidence for the proliferation of examples mentioned. Even projective planes 
are wild, as we see in Section 3. In Section 4, classical characterisations of some 
well-known structures are given: this is one area where the infinite is not so different 
from the finite. The next two sections describe some results about automorphisms: in 
Section 5 we see Simon Thomas’ dichotomy between doubly transitive and triangle- 
transitive Steiner triple systems, and in Section 6 we consider generalizing the orbit 
theorem (Block’s lemma) to the infinite. Sections 7 and 8 consider a couple of 
miscellanea: spreads, and generalized quadrangles. 
The terminology usually follows Dembowski [6]. 
2. Finite line size 
Infinite linear spaces with any given infinite number of points, and any given finite 
number of points per line, exist in great profusion. Indeed, such objects can be 
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produced by a free construction. For later use, we give a trivial but general version of 
a free construction. I do not intend to define the term free incidence structure here; it is 
best explained by example, and the construction below is quite typical. 
Theorem 2.1. Let s, t, ,I, p be positive integers satisfying either 
(a) s<l, t<p; or 
(b) s>l, t>p. 
Then there exist free incidence structures of any infinite cardinality with the property 
that any t points lie in exactly I blocks and any s blocks intersect in exactly p points. 
Proof. Start from any configuration in which any t points lie in at most I blocks, and 
any s blocks meet in at most p points. (Such configurations certainly exist; e.g. an 
arbitrary set of points with no blocks.) Then alternately perform the following 
constructions through countably many stages: 
(a) for each set oft points, add new blocks to ensure that the total number incident 
with them is 4 
(b) for each set of s blocks, add new points to ensure that the total number incident 
with them is p. 
If this can be done, then clearly the final configuration satisfies the required condi- 
tions; its cardinality is the same as that of the initial configuration, or is countable if 
the original configuration is finite. 
The only possibility of failure is if, at some stage, t points are already incident with 
more than I blocks (or dually - it is enough to consider this case). Since this does 
not happen with the initial configuration, it must involve new points introduced in 
step (b). So it must be that t < p and s > J., contrary to hypothesis. 0 
Corollary 2.2. There exists a linear space with any given infinite number of points and 
any given finite number k >/ 2 of points per line. 
Proof. Take t=2, I=l, s=l, a=k. q 
This construction only involves countably many steps. A slightly more elaborate 
construction, using transfinite induction, shows the following theorem 
Theorem 2.3. Any infinite linear space with constant finite block size can be extended 
anyfinite number of times. 
Remark. The term ‘extended’ is ambiguous. If %? is a class of incidence structures, then 
a structure S=(X,4?) is an extension of the class V if, for every point XEX, the 
structure 
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belongs to %7. Thus, an extension of a t-design is a (t+ 1)-design. However, I speak also 
of an extension d of a single structure 9%: it is required that Q be an extension of some 
class (hopefully obvious from the context) to which 9 belongs, and that 8X 29 holds 
for some point x of &. 
Proof. We are required to show that any Steiner system S(t, k, v), with r and k finite 
and v infinite, can be extended to a Steiner system S(t + 1, k + 1, v). So let (X,&J) be such 
a system, with any block incident with k points and any t points incident with a unique 
block. Call a set C of points an UYC if no t + 1 of its points are incident with a block; an 
n-arc is an arc of cardinality n. We have to construct a set 9 of (k-t 1)-arcs with the 
property that any (t + 1)-arc lies in a unique member of %‘. Then, as usual, we take 
a new point co, and let X’= X u (co}, and 
then (X’, B’) is an extension of (X, 39). 
It follows from elementary cardinal arithmetic that, if C is an n-arc, then there 
are v points .x for which Cu(x} is an (n+ 1)-arc; so there are v arcs of any finite 
cardinality. 
Now, well-order the sets F and 3? of (t + 1)-arcs and (k + l)-arcs so that both have 
order type v. (Recall that the ordinal number v is the least ordinal of cardinality v.) Say 
F = (T,: a < v), 
3?=(K,: cc<v). 
We now construct % by transfinite induction as follows. 
Set %Y@=@. 
Let c( be a successor ordinal, say a = /3+ 1. If Tug C, for some Cy&ZP, then set 
@a = qPe,. Otherwise, note that the union of the arcs in %F?~ contains fewer than v points, 
so there exists a (k+ l)-arc containing T, and no additional points of any arc in GZP. 
(Add points one at a time to achieve this.) Take the first such arc, in the enumeration 
of J?, and call it C,; set %‘U=%?flu {C,}. 
If dc is a limit ordinal, set 
Then V = VP is the required set. (Every (t + l)-arc is contained in a member of %?; it is 
only necessary to show that no arc lies in more than one. However, this is guaranteed 
by the construction.) 0 
3. Projective planes 
The free construction of Theorem 1.1, with s = t = 2, II = p = 1, produces projective 
planes. This is precisely the classical construction of free projective planes. They form 
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only one of many classes of infinite projective planes exhibiting behaviour which is not 
possible in the finite case. 
The familiar coordinatisation results hold in the infinite case. 
Theorem 3.1. (a) A projective plane is isomorphic to PG(2, F) for some skew field F if 
and only if it satisjies Desargues’ theorem. 
(b) A projective plane is isomorphic to PG(2, F) for some commutative field F if and 
only if it satisJies Pappus’ theorem. 
However, the existence of noncommutative skew fields, and of skew fields not 
isomorphic to their opposites, show that there exist Desarguesian but nonpappian 
planes, and Desarguesian planes which are not self-dual, (Neither of these phenomena 
can happen for finite planes, of course.) 
Among finite projective planes, only those of orders 2 and 4 can be extended, the 
first once, the second up to three times. Not surprisingly, infinite projective planes are 
not so limited! 
Proposition 3.2. For every finite n, there is a projective plane which can be extended 
n times. 
Proof. In Theorem 2.1, take t = n + 2, J. = 1, s = 2, u = n + 1; the result is a configuration 
whose n-fold derived designs are all projective planes. 0 
In fact, much more is true. The following result is far from the most general theorem 
possible. This and some extensions will be included in a paper by the author and 
Albrecht Beutelspacher (in preparation). 
Proposition 3.3. Every infinite projective plane can be extended any finite number of 
times. 
The proof is a transfinite induction of the kind used to prove Theorem 2.3, though 
slightly more elaborate. I give a related result to illustrate the technique. An extension 
of a projective plane requires a family of hyperovals, sets meeting every line in 0 or 
2 points. It is not obvious that every infinite projective plane has a hyperoval; as usual, 
much more is true. 
Proposition 3.4. Let (X, 99) be an injinite linear space with a lines, in which each line has 
a points. Let p be a cardinal number satisfying 1 <PC a. Then there is a set S CX 
meeting every line in u points. 
Proof. Well-order the lines as (LB: /? < a), where a is a cardinal number. Construct the 
set S= S, by transfinite induction starting with Se =8. At each stage /I, we require 
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three conditions: 
l JSBnLI<p for all lines L; 
0 )SgnLrI=p for y</?; 
l ( SD I< max( ( j3 ( ‘, ,u+), where y + denotes the smallest injinite cardinal greater than y. 
(The last condition just says that I S, I< max( I/? (, p) if either ,u or /l is infinite, and S, is 
finite if both p and /? are finite. We call such a set ‘small’, or say that it has ‘few’ points.) 
In the step from /? to /3 + 1, we have to adjoin ,u - I S, n L, ( points of L, to S,. (This 
means: do nothing if IS, n L, I = p; add p points if ,u is infinite and 1 S, n L, 1~11.) We 
want to do this in such a way that, for any line L with I S, n L I = p, no point of L is 
added. There are ‘few’ lines meeting S, in p points, and so ‘few’ points of L, are 
ineligible; so we can find the required points. 
If fi is a limit ordinal, take the union of everything before, as usual. Note that S, is 
the union of 1 p) ‘small’ sets, and so is ‘small’. For any line L, S, n L is the union of an 
increasing sequence of sets of size at most ,u. If one of these sets has size ,u, the sequence 
stabilises; otherwise, the union has size at most p. 0 
This theorem, of course, covers familiar spaces uch as projective and affine planes. 
Problem 3.5. Is there an infinite linear space (with all lines of the same size) which is 
not extendable? 
Finally in this section, a problem about very highly symmetric projective planes, 
which must surely be within reach. 
Problem 3.6. Does there exist an infinite projective plane whose automorphism 
group is oligomorphic, i.e. has only finitely many orbits on n-tuples of points (or lines) 
for all n? 
Such a plane may be assumed countable. The property given is equivalent to 
the plane being K,,-categorical, that is, the only countable model of its first-order 
theory. It implies that any finite set of points is contained in a finite subplane. No 
Desarguesian plane can have so much symmetry! A specialisation of a conjecture of 
Lachlan [lo] would assert hat no such plane can exist - but Lachlan’s conjecture in 
general has been disproved by Hrushovski. 
4. Classical cbaracterisations 
The familiar recognition theorems for finite projective and affine spaces hold for 
infinite linear spaces without change. 
Theorem 4.1. (a) A linear space, with at least three points on every line, in which every 
triangle is contained in a projective plane, is either a projective plane or a (possibly 
infinite-dimensional) projective space over a skew jield. 
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(b) Suppose that every triangle in a linear space is contained in an ajfine plane. 
Suppose further that either some line has at least four points, or parallelism is an 
equivalence relation. Then the linear space is an afine plane or a (possibly infinite- 
dimensional) ajine space over a skew jield. 
Some explanation of the second assertion may be required. It follows from the 
hypotheses that all lines have the same (possibly infinite) cardinality q. If q=2, then 
any set of points is a subspace, and the affine plane containing a triangle is not unique; 
we must assume that a distinguished collection of affine planes is given, so that any 
triangle lies in a unique plane in this collection. In other words, we have a Steiner 
quadruple system. 
Now two lines are parallel if either they are equal or they are disjoint and coplanar. 
It is immediate that parallelism is reflexive and symmetric, and that given a line L and 
points p, there is a unique line L’ parallel to L containing p. The important hypothesis 
is the transitivity of parallelism, which again is immediate for coplanar triples of lines. 
So the hypothesis is three-dimensional; we could say instead that any four non- 
coplanar points lie in an affine 3-space. 
Buekenhout’s theorem [S] asserts that, if q > 3, then the transitivity of parallelism 
can be deduced from the fact that planes are affine. This is false for q Q 3. For q = 2, as 
we have seen, this hypothesis just says that we have a Steiner quadruple system. For 
q = 3, this situation has been thoroughly investigated, beginning with Hall [S] who 
constructed an example (with 81 points) which is not an affine space. The most 
relevant fact for us is that a Steiner triple system in which any triangle lies in an affine 
plane is locally finite (any finite set of points generates a finite subsystem). The finite 
systems have an order of a power of 3, and are coordinatised by the commutative 
Moufang loops. (See [l, 2,151). 
The assumptions about planes can be replaced by more traditional incidence 
axioms. For example, every triangle lies in a projective plane if and only if Veblen’s 
axiom holds: a line meeting two sides of a triangle, not at a vertex, meets the third side 
also. For affine spaces, see [ 111. 
If a linear space satisfies Veblen’s axioms, but lines with two points are allowed, 
then it is a direct sum of points, lines, projective planes, and projective spaces; i.e. 
its point set is a disjoint union of the point sets of subspaces of these types, and the 
lines are all lines of the subspaces together with all pairs of points from different 
subspaces. 
There are various other characterisations of linear spaces, e.g. Wilbrink’s [14], 
theorem on unitals. I do not know if these can be extended to the infinite. It is not even 
clear how to define an infinite unital (without referring to a projective plane!) - 
a finite unital is a linear space with n3 + 1 points and n+ 1 points per line, for some 
n > 2. However it is worth examining this a little further. Wilbrink proved that a finite 
unital is classical (equivalent o the set of points of PG(2, n’) satisfying 
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where 12 is a prime power and X= Y), if and only if it satisfies the following two 
conditions: 
(a) A line meeting two sides of a triangle, not at a vertex, is disjoint from the third 
side. 
(b) If M is a line, p a point not on M, and JY the family of lines joining p to points of 
M, then there is a family &Z of pairwise disjoint lines such that lJ& = UJY\ (p>, and 
any further line meets this set in at most two points. 
Note that (a) is a strong negation of Veblen’s axiom. 
Problem 4.2. Which (infinite) linear spaces satisfy (a) and (b)? 
Note that any complex Hermitian variety of rank 1 (the set of points in PG(n, C) 
satisfying 
Xoxl+x~xo+x2x~+ - .*. +xnx,=O) 
(where X is the complex conjugate of x) has these properties, since any three of its 
points lie in a plane which is isomorphic to the classical unital over @. 
5. Highly symmetric Steiner triple systems 
In this section and the next, we consider automorphisms of infinite linear spaces. 
Sometimes familiar finite results can be extended, but there are some surprises. 
Thomas [12] proved two theorems about Steiner triple systems pointing to a sharp 
dichotomy. 
Theorem 5.1. Let S be an infinite Steiner triple system in which any triangle is contained 
in a finite subsystem. Suppose that the automorphism group of S acts transitively on 
triangles. Then S is a projective space over GF(2) or an a&e space over GF(3). 
This relies heavily on the results about finite Steiner triple systems. The planes of 
S (the subsystems generated by its triangles) are all finite and isomorphic, and their 
automorphism groups are triangle-transitive. So these planes are projective over 
GF(2) or affine over GF(3). In the former case, it follows immediately from 
Theorem 4.1 that S is a projective space (of infinite dimension) over GF(2). In the 
latter case, as we saw, more argument will be needed, but again this mirrors that of 
Hall [S] who proved the analogous finite result. 
Theorem 5.2. There exists a countably infinite Steiner triple system S with the following 
properties: 
(a) every finite set of points of S is contained in a jinite subsystem; 
(b) every $nite Steiner triple system occurs as a subsystem of S; 
(c) the automorphism group of S is 2-transitive on points. 
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Proof. This depends on another construction procedure developed by [7,9]. In what 
follows, the term ‘structure’ is used in the sense of first-order logic, a set carrying 
prescribed relations, functions and constants. A class % of finite substructures i  said 
to have the amalgamation property (AP) if, whenever structures B, C have a common 
structure A, they can both be embedded in a structure D so that the intersection is at 
least A. (All structures are taken from the class %.) Finally, a structure X is said to be 
locally finite if every finite subset of X is contained in a finite substructure, and is 
homogeneous if every isomorphism between finite substructures of X can be extended 
to an automorphism of X. Now Frai’sse and Jonsson showed the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. Let %? be a class ofjinite structures which is closed under isomorphism and 
under taking substructures, has only countably many nonisomorphic members, and has 
the AP. Then there is a unique countable locally jnite homogeneous structure X such 
that %? is the class of all finite substructures of X (up to isomorphism). 
Now the class of finite Steiner triple systems atisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3. 
All that is nontrivial is AP. Given two finite Steiner triple systems with a common 
subsystem, their union (with the subsystem identified, but no further identifications) 
is a finite partial Steiner system, and can be finitely embedded by the theorem of 
Treash [13]. 
The Steiner triple system guaranteed by Theorem 5.3 is what we require. To see that 
its automorphism group is 2-transitive, let x1,x2 and y,,y, be two pairs of distinct 
points. Let x3 and y, be the third points on the triples through these pairs. Now the 
map XiHyi (i= 1,2,3) is an isomorphism between the trivial subsystems {x1,x2,x3} 
and {yl,y2,y3}, and so extends to an automorphism. 
Note that this system is unlike a projective or affine space; its automorphism group 
has infinitely many orbits on triples, since there are infinitely many finite Steiner triple 
systems generated by triangles. 
6. Orbit theorems 
In this section, I consider the possibility of infinite extensions of the well-known 
finite result. 
Theorem 6.1. An automorphism group of a finite linear space has at least as many 
line-orbits as point-orbits. 
In order to analyse what is involved here, I will give a proof. Note that a linear space 
here is assumed to have more than just a single line, else the result is patently false. An 
example due to G. Valette (see [4]) shows that the result does not extend to infinite 
linear spaces without some modification. Valette’s linear space consists of the real 
hyperbolic plane with its boundary, most easily realised (in the Beltrami model) as the 
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set of points in the closed unit disc in the plane, with all the secant lines. The 
automorphism group is PSL(2, R) - this is best known in the upper half-plane 
model - and acts transitively on the lines and with two orbits on points, the interior 
and the boundary points. 
Proof. The standard proof is by linear algebra: show that the incidence matrix has full 
rank. This will be translated into vector space terms, to avoid unnecessary problems 
about infinite matrices. 
Let (X, 2) be a linear space. Its incidence matrix M has rows indexed by points and 
columns by lines, with (x, L) entry 1 if XEL, 0 otherwise. Now MMT has (x, y) entry 
equal to Y,, the number of lines through x, if x=y, and to 1 otherwise; thus 
MMT = D + J, where D is a diagonal matrix with positive entries d, = rx - 1 on the 
diagonal, and J the all-l matrix. If u = (ui, . . . , u,) is any nonzero real vector, then 
and so D+J is positive definite. 
Now let Rx (resp. RY) be the vector spaces functions from X (resp. 9) to R. Define 
a map r:RX+RY (the incidence transformation) by the rule 
for f E Rx, LE_Y’. Then the matrix representing I (with respect to the bases formed by the 
characteristic functions of singletons) is the incidence matrix M; so the kernel of I is zero. 
Finally, let G be any group of automorphisms of (X, 9). Then the fixed points of 
G in Rx are the functions which are constant on the orbits of G; they form a subspace 
whose dimension is equal to the number of orbits of G. The same holds for R”. Now 
I maps fixed points of G to fixed points (as a consequence of the fact that G consists of 
automorphisms); since I is a monomorphism, the inequality between the numbers of 
orbits follows. 0 
The vector space formulation easily extends to linear spaces with only finitely many 
points on every line; for the moment I only consider these. Elementary cardinal 
arithmetic shows that, if the number of point-orbits is infinite, then the number of 
line-orbits is at least as great. So we may assume that the numbers of point and line 
orbits are finite. 
The vector spaces Rx and R” and the incidence map I are defined exactly as before. 
Now the argument in the proof of Theorem 6.1 shows that, if it is true that the 
incidence map is a monomorphism, then a group of automorphisms has at least as 
many line-orbits as point-orbits (assuming that these numbers are finite). 
The first surprise is that the incidence map need not be a monomorphism. Consider 
the free Steiner triple system generated by n points (with no lines initially given). 
Assign arbitrary real values to these points. In the course of the free construction, 
whenever a new point is added, it is the third point on the line containing two points 
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previously defined; assign to it the negative of the sum of the values previously 
assigned to these points. We obtain a function whose sum over any three collinear 
points is zero, i.e. a function in the kernel of z. So the kernel of z has dimension 12. 
There are two ways in which this can be patched up. One involves a hypothesis 
which allows us to invoke the finite result. 
Theorem 6.2. Let (X,9) be an in$nite linear space with all linesfmite. Suppose that 
every point is contained in a jinite nontrivial linear subspace. Then any group of 
automorphisms has at least as many line-orbits as point-orbits. 
Proof. Suppose that SEker(z). For any XEX, choose a finite linear subspace (X’, 2”) 
containing x. Then the restriction of f to X’ is in the kernel of the incidence map of 
this subspace, and so vanishes by Theorem 6.1; so f(x) = 0. Since x was arbitrary, f= 0. 
The proof concludes as noted above. 0 
The second involves using a slightly different vector space. Let R(X) denote the 
subspace of Rx consisting of those functions which take only finitely many values. If 
the cardinalities of lines are finite and bounded, then the incidence map carries R!(X) 
into R(U). 
Theorem 6.3. Any automorphism group of an injinite Steiner triple system has at least as 
many line-orbits as point-orbits. 
Proof. Let f be an element of R(X) which is in the kernel of I, and suppose that 
f#O. Then f takes both positive and negative values, and both signs are taken at 
least twice. Let x be a point for which If(x) 1 is maximal; without loss, f(x)>O. If y is 
another point with f(y)>O, and (x, y, z} the line containing these two points, then 
f(z) = -f(x) -f(y), and so 1 f(z) I> If(x) (, contrary to assumption. Now continue 
as usual. 0 
To what extent does this result generalize? I conjecture that, even for line size 4, the 
orbit theorem is false. To discuss the evidence for this, we must introduce line-tactical 
decompositions: these are partitions of the point set as X=X, u ... uX,, and of the 
line set as dp=2Z1u ... u Y,,, in such a way that, for any line L, the cardinality of 
L n Xi depends only on the class ~j containing L. Set aij = 1 L n Xi ) for LE~j. NOW we 
have: 
(a) the orbits of an automorphism group form a line-tactical decomposition; 
(b) if fi is the characteristic function of Xi, and gj that of 9jl then 
.hl= f aijSj3 
j=l 
so, if z has kernel 0, then there are at least as many line-classes as pointclasses. 
(Note that ~EIW (X) and gj~rW(~) for all i, j.) 
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We see that all the orbit theorems proved above extend immediately to line-tactical 
decompositions. However, for line size 4, the following holds. 
Proposition 6.4. There is an infinite linear space, in which all lines have cardinality 4, 
which has a line-tactical decomposition with two point classes but a single line class. 
Proof. We use a free construction to produce a linear space with line size 4, in which 
the points are coloured red and blue so that each line contains two points of each 
colour; the colour classes give the required decomposition. Start from a configuration 
with at most two points of each colour on each line, two points lying on at most one 
line. At a stage when new points are added to bring the cardinality of a line up to 4, 
colour the points so that there are two of each colour. cl 
Problem 6.5. Is there a linear space with the properties described in the above proof, 
so that the colour classes are the orbits of a line-transitive automorphism group? 
For linear spaces with infinite lines, the definition of the incidence map requires 
some change! The obvious modification would be to take linear spaces admitting 
some nice measure, and defining I by 
(fi)(L)= .L s L 
where f lies in a suitable function space on X (perhaps Li(X), or, by analogy with the 
spaces in Theorem 6.3, L’(X)n L”(X)). No such program has yet been carried out. 
However, if it were, and if G were a group of automorphism sufficiently well behaved 
with respect to the measure, we would expect to show that the number of nonnull 
line-orbits is at least as great as the number of nonnull point-orbits. This is not in 
conflict with Valette’s example: the boundary of the unit disc is a null set! 
We conclude with a problem posed by W.M. Kantor. 
Problem 6.6. Does an automorphism group of a projective plane necessarily have 
equally many point-orbits and line-orbits? 
7. Spreads 
This section describes a phenomenon which can occur in infinite translation planes 
but is impossible with finite ones. 
Let V be a vector space over a skew field, F, having even dimension 2n. A spread 
Y is a set of subspaces of V of dimension n, having the property that any nonzero 
vector of V lies in a unique member of Y. A trivial example occurs when n= 1 and 
Y consists of all the subspaces of dimension 1. As is well known, if 9 the set of all 
cosets of members of Y, then (V, 2’) is an affine translation plane. 
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Projectively, a spread is a set of (n - 1)-dimensional f ats in PG(2n - 1, F), which 
partitions the points of F. We examine further the case n=2. 
The concept of a spread of lines in PG(3, F) can be dualised. A set Y of pairwise 
skew lines is called a cospread if every plane contains a (unique) line of 9’; in other 
words, if Y corresponds to a spread in the dual space PG(2,F”), where F” is the 
opposite field of F, Call Y a &spread if it is both a spread and a cospread. Bruen and 
Fisher [3] who introduced the concept, used the term dual spread for what I have 
called a cospread, and gave the first examples of the phenomenon below. (I am grateful 
to the referee for this reference.) 
If F is finite, then every spread is a bispread. (For there are equally many, viz. 
(q+ l)(q’+ l), points and planes; and a set of n pairwise skew lines accounts for 
(q+ 1)n points and the same number of hyperplanes.) Moreover, a Desarguesian 
spread is a bispread; and any derivation of a bispread is a bispread (since the concept 
of a regulus is self-dual). You may be wondering if there are any spreads which are not 
bispreads! That they exist in profusion is a consequence of the next result (take 9 = O), 
which gives us lots of strange translation planes. 
Theorem 7.1. Let F be an injinitejeld. Let 9,2 be sets of points and planes in PG(3, F), 
with the property that 191+)2?)<) F 1. Then there is a set 
satisfying 
(a) the point p lies on a line of Y if and only ifp$8; 
(b) the plane Il contains a line of Y if and only iffn$J?. 
Y of pairwise skew lines, 
Proof. We use the fact that PG(2, F) is not the union of fewer than 1 F 1 points and 
lines. For, if S is any set of fewer than ( F 1 points and lines, and L is a line not in S, then 
L is not covered by its intersections with members of S. 
The proof is a simple transfinite induction. Let c1 be the initial ordinal of cardinality 
(F 1. Well-order the points of PG(3, F) not in 9 and the planes not in _5? in a single 
sequence of order-type c(, say (XB: b<a). Construct a sequence (yfl: fl<a) by trans- 
finite recursion, as follows. 
Set 9, = 8. 
Suppose that /I is a successor ordinal, say /I = y + 1. Suppose that X, is a point (the 
other case is dual). If 9’? contains a line incident with X,, then set yO=9,. Suppose 
not. Consider the projective plane PG(3, F)/XB. By our initial remark, this plane is 
not covered by fewer than M. lines of the form (L, X,)/X, (for LET’S) or n/X, (for 27~9 
with X,E~) and points (p, X,)/X, (for PEP). So we can choose a point lying outside 
the union of these points and lines, i.e. a line L, containing X, so that LBn L=@ (for 
LEAK), L,#Ii’ (for FEZ?), and p&L, (for PEP). Set ~D=.4”Yu(LB}. 
If B is a limit ordinal, set 
Then 9a is the required set of lines. 0 
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Remark. Taking .P’= 8, 2 = {II}, where Il is the plane at infinity, we see that for any 
infinite skew field F, there is a spread of lines in AG(3, F) which contains one line from 
each parallel class. 
8. Generalized quadrangles 
This section is not really about linear spaces at all; it is simply drawing attention to 
a problem which is similar in spirit to the material of this paper. Recall that 
a generalized quadrangle is a partial linear space in which no point is collinear with all 
others, such that if p is a point not on a line L, then p is collinear with exactly one point 
of L. A generalized quadrangle with two points per line is just a complete bipartite 
graph (having at least two points in each bipartite block). 
Problem 8.1. Does there exist a generalized quadrangle with finitely many (but at 
least three) points per line and infinitely many lines per point? 
All that is known is that no such example with three or four points per line can 
exist - the first case due to the author, the second to W.M. Kantor (unpublished). 
Similar questions can be posed for other special classes of partial linear spaces (for 
example, generalized hexagons and partial geometries). 
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